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Abstract—Deep neural networks have seen tremendous success
for different modalities of data including images, videos, and
speech. This success has led to their deployment in mobile and
embedded systems for real-time applications. However, making
repeated inferences using deep networks on embedded systems
poses significant challenges due to constrained resources (e.g.,
energy and computing power). To address these challenges, we
develop a principled co-design approach. Building on prior work,
we develop a formalism referred as Coarse-to-Fine Networks (C2F
Nets) that allow us to employ classifiers of varying complexity
to make predictions. We propose a principled optimization algo-
rithm to automatically configure C2F Nets for a specified trade-
off between accuracy and energy consumption for inference. The
key idea is to select a classifier on-the-fly whose complexity
is proportional to the hardness of the input example: simple
classifiers for easy inputs and complex classifiers for hard inputs.
We perform comprehensive experimental evaluation using four
different C2F Net architectures on multiple real-world image
classification tasks. Our results show that optimized C2F Net
can reduce the Energy Delay Product (EDP) by 27 to 60 percent
with no loss in accuracy when compared to the baseline solution,
where all predictions are made using the most complex classifier
in C2F Net.
Index Terms—Deep neural networks, Inference, Embedded
systems, Approximate computing, Bayesian optimization, Hard-
ware and software co-design
I. INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing the rise of data-driven systems, where
real-time predictions and decisions are being made based
on models learned from large-scale data (e.g., text, images,
speech, and sensor data). Deep learning — a set of computa-
tional techniques to automatically extract patterns and useful
features from raw data — played a major role in this data
revolution. Success stories of deep neural networks (DNNs)
include achieving very high accuracy in image classification,
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speech recognition, and machine translation [1]; deep rein-
forcement learning [2]; and computers playing the game of
GO against best human players (i.e., AlphaGo) [3].
In spite of the above successes, there are significant chal-
lenges for deploying trained DNNs to make predictions on
edge devices (e.g., mobiles, Internet of Things, and Wear-
ables) due to their constrained resources including energy and
computing power. In practice, high accuracy is achieved by
employing large DNNs, where making inference or predictions
is computationally expensive and consumes a lot of energy.
Unfortunately, this is not compatible with edge applications
(e.g., robotics, smart health, and surveillance systems). As we
discuss in related work section, most prior work has addressed
these challenges using two different approaches from hardware
and software perspective: 1) designing high-performance and
energy-efficient hardware accelerators for performing infer-
ence, and 2) compressing large-scale DNNs with negligible
loss in accuracy. In both these approaches the inference for
every input example is made using a “fixed” computational
process. They do not exploit the fact that hardness of inference
varies from one example to another.
Fig. 1: Example images to illustrate “easy” and “hard” inference
problems. Left image is easy due to the existence of a single bird
with clear background. Right image is hard due to the presence of
multiple birds with complex textures.
In this paper, we develop a co-design approach to overcome
the above drawback by performing “adaptive computing”. We
build on the general principle of coarse-to-fine computation
[4],TagDyn and formalize a model that we refer as Coarse-
to-Fine Networks (C2F Nets), which is a generalization of
the recently proposed conditional deep learning (CDL) model
[5]. C2F Nets allow us to employ classifiers of varying
complexity depending on the hardness of input examples.
The key idea is to learn to select simpler (coarser) networks978-1-5386-5541-2/18/$31.00 c©2018 IEEE
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2to classify “easy” examples and complex (finer) networks
to classify “hard” examples. Figure 1 illustrates easy and
hard inputs for image classification task. We also provide
design principles to guide the design of good C2F nets for
a given real-world classification task. We propose a novel and
principled stage-wise optimization approach to automatically
configure C2F Nets for a specified trade-off between accuracy
and energy consumption of inference on a target hardware
platform. Our overall co-design approach using C2F Nets is
complementary to prior approaches based on hardware and
software optimization including the recent work on CDL [5].
We performed comprehensive experiments using four differ-
ent C2F Nets for image classification tasks. We optimized the
C2F Nets for different trade-offs between accuracy and energy
consumption of inference on a target hardware platform. Our
results show that many input examples can be classified cor-
rectly using simple networks and complex networks are used
only for hard examples. Our optimized C2F Net reduces the
Energy Delay Product (EDP) by 27 to 60 percent with no loss
in accuracy when compared to the baseline solution, where all
predictions are made using the most complex network in C2F
Nets.
Contributions. We make three main contributions in this
paper.
1) Formalize the coarse-to-fine network (C2F Net) model
by generalizing the recent work on CDL. This model
allows to perform adaptive computing to make inference
on input examples of varying hardness. We also provide
a methodology to guide the design of C2F networks for
practitioners based on fine-grained energy analysis.
2) Develop a principled optimization algorithm to auto-
matically configure C2F Nets for a specified trade-
off between accuracy and energy on a target hardware
platform.
3) Comprehensive experimental evaluation of four C2F
Net architectures on real-world image classification to
demonstrate the effectiveness of overall approach.
II. RELATED WORK
Main challenges for deploying deep learning applications
on embedded systems include high resource requirements in
terms of memory, computation, and energy. Prior work has
addressed these challenges using methods based on hardware,
software, and hardware/software co-design [6].
Hardware Approaches. Architecture level methods include
design of specialized hardware targeting DNN computations
using the data-flow knowledge [7], placement of memory
closer to computation units [8], and on-chip integration of
memory and computation [9]. Apart from the constraint of
having an application-specific hardware system, most of these
hardware technologies also have an overhead of analog to
digital conversion [6].
Software Approaches. To address the challenges in general
purpose CPUs and GPUs, following software-level approaches
are studied. Reducing the precision of weights and activations
is one such approach [10]. Fixed point representation of
weights and activations dynamically varying across different
layers is also employed to reduce the energy and area cost of
the network [11]. In [12], authors show that using floating-
point for weights and fixed-point for activations leads to
reduction of power consumption by 50% and reduction in
model size by 36%. Another software level approach is prun-
ing and compression of large-scale DNNs [13]. The sparsity
in features and activations after non-linear operations like
ReLU is exploited to compress the models in [7]. To address
significant redundancy in weights during training the network,
the authors in [14] employ pruning technique on the weights
based on their magnitudes. While magnitude-based pruning
of weights reduces the computation cost, it does not directly
address the energy cost. To make the model more energy
efficient, an “energy-aware” pruning mechanism is proposed
in [15], where pruning of weights is performed layer-by-
layer based on the knowledge of energy hungry layers. This
method is shown to be 1.74 times more energy-efficient when
compared to the weight-magnitude based pruning.
A finer-level software approach is to improve the net-
work architecture. The inception module [16] performs a 2D-
convolution considering two 1D convolutions considering the
2-D filters to be completely separable. The Xception [17]
and Mobilenets [18] architectures also employ depth-wise
separable convolutions similar to inception model, but perform
an additional point-wise convolution, i.e., a 1x1 convolution at
the end to combine the outputs of the depth-wise convolutions.
This method helps in reducing the computation and model
size.
A recent paper [19] proposed an iterative CNN (ICNN)
approach to make multi-stage predictions for images. The key
idea is to apply a two-stage wavelet transform to produce
multiple small-scale images and train separate models to
process them progressively to make multi-stage predictions.
Compared to ICNN approach, our C2F nets approach has
following advantages: 1) C2F nets is more principled and
general solution. We can easily instantiate the framework for
different DNN architectures; and 2) Our optimization approach
is very efficient and allows to automatically tune C2F nets for
different energy-accuracy trade-offs for a target hardware.
Hardware and Software Co-Design Approaches. Many
of the above approaches involve design of hardware guided
by software level optimization techniques. [11] proposes the
design of a compiler specific to FPGA that analyzes the
structure and parameters of convolutional neural networks, and
generates modules to improve the throughput of the system.
In [20], authors propose the design of Energy Inference
Engine (EIE) that deploys pruned DNN models. In [21], the
knowledge of compressed sparse-weights guides the hardware
to read weights and perform multiply-and-accumulate (MAC)
computations only for the nonzero activations, thereby reduc-
ing the energy cost by 45%.
Coarse-to-Fine and Conditional Inference Approaches.
Coarse-to-Fine or cascaded computation is a general principle
that has a long history in computer science and machine
learning [4], [22]. The application of this general principle
to a given problem is non-trivial, and the exact details and
algorithmic procedures vary from one application to another
3Building blocks for C2F nets. The
feature transformer block [MxN ] has a
series of convolution layers followed by
a max-pooling layer. M and N
represents the number of convolution
layers and number of filters in each
layer. The classifier block has a series
of dense or fully connected layers
followed by soft-max layer.
Fig. 2: Illustration of Coarse-to-Fine (C2F) networks model.An abstract C2F net model with T levels from coarsest to finest network, where
each level consists of a feature transformer, a classifier, and a confidence threshold to decide when to terminate.
including our co-design approach for inference with deep
neural networks.
Cascaded CNN architecture for face detection [23] progres-
sively prune areas of the image that are not likely to contain
a face. The key differences with our work are as follows: 1)
In our C2F architecture, the features computed in the previous
level are reused in the next level to construct more complex
features, whereas the CNNs used in [23] do not reuse any
features; and 2) The approach proposed in [23] do not allow
to optimize the cascade for a specified trade-off between speed
and accuracy of face detection.
Prior work on coarse-to-fine deep kernel networks [24]
tries to combine multiple input kernels in a recursive manner
to achieve a complex kernel and associated representation
of the data. This paper makes very strict assumptions and
incorporates these assumptions directly into the overall learn-
ing approach: 1) It can only work for binary classification
tasks; 2) It assumes that the number of negative examples
are significantly higher than positive examples. The learning
approach in [24] for training coarser networks is tuned to
binary classification and assigns very high-costs to misclas-
sifying positive examples to incorporate this assumption; and
3) There are no thresholds to configure the architecture to
trade-off speed and accuracy of prediction. Similarly, there is
no optimization methodology to optimize the architecture for
a specified trade-off.
The high-level architecture of branch CNN (BCNN) [25]
is similar in style to our C2F model, but there are some
significant differences: 1) BCNN uses linear classifier after
each layer, whereas we do not; and 2) The approach in [25]
doesn’t allow to configure the BCNN for any specified trade-
off between speed and accuracy. This method is also very ad
hoc as there is no well-defined optimization formulation and
optimization methodology.
Recent paper on conditional deep learning (CDL) model [5]
is the closest related work to ours. However, there are some
significant differences between our work and this paper: 1)
CDL model employs a single threshold value at all the levels,
whereas we employ different thresholds for different levels.
When the number of levels are more, different thresholds for
different levels will achieve better pareto-optimal solutions.
As discussed later, our experimental results on CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 clearly show this difference; 2) In their training
approach, they only train using a subset of the input examples
that are not filtered by the previous level. This will likely
cause over-fitting and may not work well on harder tasks.
We train all the intermediate classifiers on all the training
examples to improve their generalization. Additionally, the
approach in [5], need to train all the different levels for each
confidence threshold, which is very time-consuming. In our
case, we train classifiers at different levels only once and tune
the thresholds for different levels jointly conditioned on the
trained features and classifiers; and 3) We look at the co-design
problem of configuring a software application to run on a
specific hardware architecture for a specified trade-off between
accuracy and energy. Our optimization approach based on
Bayesian Optimization principles to configure the C2F net
to trade-off accuracy and energy is significantly different and
allows us to achieve better pareto-optimal solutions. Our ex-
perimental evaluation is much more comprehensive (CIFAR10,
CIFAR100, and MNIST datasets with different C2F Nets). We
perform in-depth energy analysis of different layers to provide
principles to design C2F nets and also fine-grained analysis to
understand why the approach works better.
III. COARSE-TO-FINE NETWORKS (C2F NETS)
In this section, we describe the details of our coarse-to-
fine networks (C2F Nets) model. In what follows, we provide
the motivation, formal model of C2F Nets along with some
examples, and how to make predictions given a fully specified
C2F Net model.
A. Motivation
Simple (shallow) DNNs are energy-efficient, but their ac-
curacy is low. On the other hand, many state-of-the-art DNNs
that achieve very high accuracy are highly complex (deep)
and consume significant amount of energy. We are motivated
4by the fact that many input examples are easy and can be
classified correctly using simple DNNs and only a small frac-
tion of hard inputs would need complex DNNs. We illustrate
this observation using two examples. First, Figure 1 shows
bird images corresponding to easy and hard cases. Second,
Figure 8 shows the accuracy of different DNNs with varying
complexity. We can see that the accuracy improvement is small
when we move from simple to complex DNNs, whereas their
energy consumption grows significantly. This corroborates our
hypothesis. Therefore, our goal is automatically select simple
networks for easy inputs and complex networks for hard
inputs. This mechanism will allow us to achieve high accuracy
with significantly less energy consumption when compared to
the baseline approach, where we make predictions for all input
examples using the most complex DNN.
B. C2F Nets Model
A C2F Net model NN with T levels can be seen as
a sequence of networks stacked in the order of increasing
complexity as shown in Figure 2. Each level i of the model
contains three key elements.
1) Feature transformation function in the form of a
network of layers that takes the features computed in previous
level xi−1 as input and produces more complex features
xi. Parameters of the feature function are denoted by αi.
Figure 2 and Figure 7 provide illustrative examples for feature
transformation functions.
2) Classifier takes the features computed by feature trans-
formation function xi and produces a probability distribution
over all candidate labels. Parameters of the classifier are
denoted by βi. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the classifier
block.
3) Confidence threshold. Given a predicted probability
distribution over classification labels, we can estimate the
confidence of the classifier in a variety of ways [26] including:
a) Maximum probability, where we take the probability of
the highest score label; b) Entropy over the probability of
all candidate labels; c) Margin denoted by the difference
in probability scores between best and second-best label.
For a given confidence type, the confidence threshold γi is
employed to determine if the classifier is confident enough in
its prediction to terminate and return the predicted label.
C. Inference in C2F Nets
Given a C2F Net with all its parameters (α, β, and γ) fully
specified, inference computation for a new input example x
is performed as follows (see Algorithm 1). We sequentially
go through the C2F Net starting from level 1. At each
level i, we make predictions using the feature transformation
functions parameterized by αi and intermediate classifiers βi
to compute the probability distribution of classification labels
Pˆi(y). We estimate the confidence parameter ti from Pˆi(y) and
predicted output yˆ as the label with highest probability score.
If estimated confidence in prediction ti meets the threshold
γi or we reach the final level T , we terminate and return the
predicted output yˆ for the given input x.
IV. OPTIMIZATION APPROACH FOR C2F NETS
In this section, we describe a principled optimization al-
gorithm to automatically configure C2F Nets for a specified
trade-off between accuracy and energy on a target hardware
platform.
Algorithm 1 Inference in Coarse-to-Fine Networks
Input: x = input example; NN = C2F network with T
levels; α1, α2, · · · , αT = parameters of feature transformers;
β1, β2, · · · , βT = parameters of intermediate classifiers;
γ1, γ2, · · · , γT−1 = confidence threshold values
1: x0 ← x; and level i← 1
2: TERMINATE ← False
3: while TERMINATE == False do
4: xi ← TRANSFORM-FEATURES(xi−1, αi)
5: Pˆi(y)← INTERMEDIATE-CLASSIFIER(xi, βi)
6: Prediction yˆ ← label with highest probability from
Pˆi(y)
7: Compute confidence ti using Pˆi(y)
8: if i == T OR ti ≥ γi then
9: TERMINATE ← True
10: else
11: i← i+ 1 // Continue with next level
12: end if
13: end while
14: return predicted class label yˆ
Problem Setup. Without loss of generality, let us assume
that we are given a C2F Net NN with T levels. The parame-
ters of NN can be divided into three parts: 1) Parameters
of feature transformation functions at different levels α =
(α1, α2, · · · , αT ); 2) Parameters of intermediate classifiers
at different levels β = (β1, β2, · · · , βT ); and 3) Confidence
thresholds at different levels γ = (γ1, γ2, · · · , γT−1) that
decide the complexity of classifier employed for a given input
example. We are provided with a training set Dtrain and
validation set Dval of classification examples drawn from
an unknown target distribution D, where each classification
example is of the form (x, y∗), where x is the input (e.g.,
image) and y is the output class (e.g., image label). We are also
given a target hardware platform H for which the C2F model
NN need to be optimized for. We can measure the energy con-
sumption and accuracy of inference a candidate NN model
using the hardware H. Suppose O(NN ,H, λ)= E(x,y∗)∼D λ·
ERROR(NN , H) + (1- λ)·ENERGY(NN , H) stands for the
expected error and energy trade-off achieved over the target
distribution of classification examples D when the coarse-to-
fine network model NN is executed with parameters α, β, γ
on the target hardware platform H. For a specified trade-off
parameter λ ∈ [0, 1], our goal is to find the best parameters α,
β, γ of coarse-to-fine network NN to achieve the specified
trade-off between error and energy for the target platform H.
(α∗, β∗, γ∗) = arg min
α,β,γ
O(NN ,H, λ) (1)
Since we do not have access to the distribution D, we
employ the training and validation set to find the best param-
5eter values. For example, to evaluate a candidate parameter
configuration over the validation set, we do the following.
We compute the normalized error and normalized energy with
respect to the setting where all predictions are made using the
largest network over all the input examples in the validation
set. We plug the normalized error and energy in the objective
O to evaluate the candidate parameter configuration.
A. Stagewise Optimization Algorithm
The optimization problem posed in Equation 1 is extremely
challenging to solve due to complex interactions between
the parameter values (α, β, γ) on the optimization objective
O(NN ,H, λ). Generally, C2F Model NN would be trained
using back-propagation via stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
optimization [27]. Specifically, the Objective requires the
energy consumption of coarse-to-fine model NN on the target
hardware platform H, where it is executed. Applying the
standard back-propagation training algorithm would require us
to estimate the energy for every iteration of the training step,
which would make the training procedure impractical.
To overcome these challenges, we leverage the structure in
this optimization problem to develop an efficient stagewise op-
timization algorithm (see Algorithm 2), where the parameters
α, β, and γ are optimized sequentially one after another. By
splitting it into multiple stages, we decouple the dependency
of the training procedure for α and β parameters from the
energy measurement step. First, we learn the parameters α to
optimize the feature transformers at different levels. Second,
conditioned on the found α, we learn the parameters β to
optimize the intermediate classifiers at different levels. In
both the stages, we optimize only for the prediction accuracy
independent of the energy. Third, conditioned on the found
α and β, we find the best values of confidence thresholds γ
to optimize the objective O. We describe the details of these
three optimization procedures in the following subsections.
Algorithm 2 Stagewise Optimization of C2F Nets
Input: Dtrain = training set of classification examples;
Dval = validation set of classification examples; NN = C2F
Network architecture with T levels; H = target hardware
platform; λ = parameter to trade-off accuracy and energy;
1: α = (α1, α2, · · · , αT )← TRAIN-FEATURES(Dtrain)
2: β = (β1, β2, · · · , βT )← TRAIN-CLASSIFIERS(Dtrain, α)
3: γ = (γ1, γ2, · · · , γT−1) ← OPTIMIZE-
THRESHOLDS(Dval, H, λ, α, β, G), where G is
the joint space of T -1 confidence thresholds
4: return the optimized parameters of C2F Net α, β, and γ
B. Optimizing Feature Transformers
To obtain the parameters α corresponding to feature trans-
formation functions at different levels, we train the finest (most
complex) C2F Net as follows. We minimize the cross-entropy
loss over training data Dtrain using a SGD training procedure.
Cross-entropy loss (aka log loss) measures the performance
of a classification model whose output is a probability value
between 0 and 1. Cross-entropy loss increases as the predicted
probability diverges from the actual label. SGD is a stochastic
approximation of the gradient descent optimization and is a
iterative method for minimizing cross-entropy loss via back-
propagation.
Algorithm 3 Training Feature Transformers
Input: Dtrain = training set of classification examples
1: α1, α2, · · · , αT ← Train the finest (most complex) clas-
sifier in C2F Net to minimize the cross-entropy loss via
back propagation algorithm
2: return parameters of feature transformers α1, α2, · · · , αT
C. Optimizing Intermediate Classifiers
Our approach to optimize the parameters of intermediate
classifiers (i.e., β) is inspired by the transfer learning approach
employed in deep learning. The key idea is to leverage the pre-
trained model for a source task to quickly learn a model for a
relevant target task. In our case, the source task corresponds
to learning parameters α for the finest classifier as described
above and the target task corresponds to learning parameters
βi for intermediate classifier at level i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T}. Intu-
itively, we want to minimize the energy consumption as much
as possible by making correct classification decisions with
high confidence using simple (coarser) classifiers. Therefore,
we fix the parameters α1, α2, · · · , αi for feature transforma-
tion functions and learn the parameters βi by minimizing the
cross-entropy loss over the training data Dtrain.
Algorithm 4 Training Intermediate Classifiers
Input: Dtrain = training set of classification examples;
α1, α2, · · · , αT = parameters of feature transformers
1: for each level i = 1, 2, · · · , T of C2F Net do
2: βi ← Train a classifier with feature transformers
α1, α2, · · · , αi to minimize the cross-entropy loss
3: end for
4: return parameters of intermediate classifiers
β1, β2, · · · , βT
D. Optimizing Confidence Thresholds
In this section, we describe our approach for finding the
best thresholds γ=(γ1, γ2, · · · , γT−1) for the specified trade-
off between accuracy and energy consumption of inference
with C2F networks.
Problem Formulation. Suppose the domain of each con-
fidence threshold γi at each level i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T − 1} is
[lb, ub]. For example, if we employ probability of highest
scoring label as our confidence parameter, then lb=0 and ub=1.
Let G denote the joint space of candidate confidence threshold
assignments, where g ∈ G is a candidate assignment to all the
T -1 threshold parameters γ1, γ2, · · · , γT−1. We can evaluate
the objective O(NN ,H, λ)= E(x,y∗)∼D λ· ERROR(NN , H)
6+ (1- λ)·ENERGY(NN , H) for any g ∈ G by running the
corresponding C2F net model NN on the validation set of
classification examples Dval (i.e., expectation is approximated
with a finite sample). Our goal is to find the best confidence
thresholds g∗ ∈ G that will lead to the highest objective value
O(g).
Fig. 3: High-level overview of Bayesian Optimization approach for
selecting the best confidence threshold values to configure a given
C2F Net on a target hardware platform.
Bayesian Optimization Approach. We propose to solve
the above problem using the Bayesian Optimization (BO)
framework [28] that is known to be very efficient in solving
global optimization problems using black-box evaluations of
the objective function (Figure 3). BO algorithms can be
seen as sequential decision-making processes that select the
next candidate input to be evaluated to quickly direct the
search towards optimal inputs by trading-off exploration and
exploitation at each search step. By iteratively selecting a
candidate input for evaluation and learning a statistical model
based on the observed input and output pairs, BO approach can
quickly move towards high-quality inputs; this significantly
reduces the number of objective function evaluations during
the optimization process.
In what follows, we describe the three key elements of the
general BO framework as applicable for our problem:
1) A Statistical Model of the true function O(g) by placing
a prior over the space of functions. Gaussian Process (GP)
[29] is the most commonly used prior due to its generality
and uncertainty quantification ability. A GP over a space G
is a random process from G to R. It is characterized by a
mean function µ : G → R and a covariance or kernel function
κ : G × G → R. Radial kernels are typically employed
as prior covariance functions of GPs. Using a radial kernel
means that the prior covariance can be written as κ(g, g′) =
κ0φ(‖g − g′‖) and depends only on the distance between g
and g′. The scale parameter κ0 captures the magnitude the
function could deviate from µ. φ is a decreasing function with
φ(0) = 1. If a function F is sampled from GP(µ, κ), then
O(g) is distributed normally N (µ(g), κ(g, g)) for all g ∈ G.
2) An Acquisition Function AF to score the utility of eval-
uating a candidate input based on the current statistical model.
AF need to trade-off exploration and exploitation based on the
predictions of the statistical model. Exploitation corresponds
to selecting candidate inputs for which the statistical model
is highly confident (high mean) and exploration corresponds
to selecting candidate inputs for which the statistical model is
not confident (high variance). We employ the popular Upper
Confidence Bound (UCB) rule as acquisition function. UCB
function is defined as UCBt+1(x) = µt(x) +
√
κt+1σt(x),
where µt and σt are the posterior mean and standard deviation
of the GP conditioned on Dt (Algorithm 5). µt encourages
exploitation, σt encourages exploration, and κt+1 controls the
trade-off.
3) An Optimization Procedure to select the the best
scoring candidate input according to AF. We employ the
popular DIvided RECTangles (DIRECT) approach to select
the input g ∈ G to be queried in each iteration guided by the
statistical model.
In each iteration, BO algorithm calls the optimizer to select
the next input g ∈ G to evaluate the objective O(g), and update
the statistical model using the aggregate training data from past
evaluations (see Algorithm 5).
Algorithm 5 Finding Best Thresholds via Bayesian Optimiza-
tion
Input: Dval = validation set of classification examples;
H = target hardware platform; λ = parameter to trade-off
accuracy and energy; α1, α2, · · · , αT = parameters of feature
transformers; β1, β2, · · · , βT = parameters of intermediate
classifiers; G = joint space of confidence thresholds
1: D0 ← small number of input-output pairs; and t← 0
2: repeat
3: Learn the GP model: Mt ← LEARN-GP(Dt)
4: Compute the next input to query:
gt+1 ← argmaxg∈G AF(Mt, g)
5: Query objective function O at gt+1 to get O(gt+1)
6: Aggregate the data: Dt+1 ← Dt ∪ {(gt+1,O(gt+1))}
7: t← t+ 1
8: until convergence or maximum iterations
9: gbest ← argmaxgt O(gt)
10: return best found thresholds gbest=γ1, γ2, · · · , γT−1
V. C2F NETS DESIGN METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our methodology to design C2F
networks from a given base network architecture (i.e., complex
DNN). Although the methodology is generally applicable to
different neural network architectures, we use convolutional
neural networks for image classification as a running example
for illustrative purposes.
A. Hardware Setup
All our experiments were performed by deploying DNN
models on an ODROID-XU4 board [30]. ODROID-XU4 is an
Octa-core heterogeneous multi-processing system with ARM
BigLittle architecture, which is very popular in current mobile
devices. The BigLittle architecture consists of asymmetri-
cal multi-core system, where cores are clustered into two
groups based on the power and performance modes: 1) the
power hungry (Big) mode; and 2) the battery saving slower
processor mode (Little). The ODROID-XU4 board employs
ARM Cortex-A15 Quad 2GHz CPU as the Big Cluster and
Cortex-A7 Quad 1.4GHz CPU as the Little Cluster. The board
boots up Ubuntu 16.04LTS with ODROID’s Linux kernel
version 3.10.y. We execute DNN models with Caffe-HRT
7[31] that employs Caffe framework [32] with ARM Compute
Library to speed up deep learning computations. We employ
SmartPower2 [33] to measure power. We compute the average
power over the total execution time.
B. Fine-Grained Energy Analysis of Base DNN
Base deep neural network (DNN) architectures. We con-
sider deep convolutional networks for solving image classi-
fication task. These architectures consist of different layers
including Convolution, Fully Connected (FC) or Dense, Max
Pooling, ReLU, Soft-Max, and Batch-Norm. For ease of un-
derstanding, we divide the network into feature transformation
block and classifier block. The feature transformer block is the
top part of the network and consists of convolution and max-
pooling layers. It generates the input features for classifier
block. The classifier block is the bottom part of the network
and consists of fully connected layers followed by a soft-
max layers. It predicts the final classification label for the
input image. Refer Figure 2 for further details. We considered
four different base DNNs with differing complexity to solve
image classification task for our fine-grained energy analysis:
Base Network A and C contains six convolution layers and
Base Network B and D consists of ten convolution layers (a
slight variant of VGG network [34]). However, we present our
analysis and results for network A noting that the results are
similar for all the other networks.
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Fig. 4: Energy distribution of different layers for base network A.
To understand the influence of a DNN architecture on the
energy consumption of a real-world application, we analyzed
the energy consumption per layer for all base networks to
classify a single image. Our high-level energy analysis shows
that convolution layers consume the most energy followed
by fully connected layers. Figure 4 shows the distribution
of energy consumed by convolution layers, fully connected
layers, and all other layers for network A. In what follows,
we perform fine-grained analysis for convolution and fully
connected layers separately.
Energy analysis of convolution layers. The energy consumed
by a convolution layer depends on the following elements:
a) the size of the filter, b) image dimensions over which the
filter is applied, and c) the number of filters. For all the base
networks (A, B, C, and D), the number of convolution filters
increases with the depth of the layer. For example, in base
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Fig. 5: Energy consumption at different convolution layers for base
network A. Layer 1 is the closest to the input layer. All energy values
are normalized with respect to total energy consumed for inference
of one image.
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Fig. 6: Energy consumption of FC layer for level 1, level 2, level 3
of C2F Net A. The effect of adding an extra max-pooling layer to
reduce the energy. Energy values normalized w.r.t FC layer energy
of the last level 3.
network A, the number of filters for increasing depths are 64,
128, and 192 respectively.
To design C2F Nets, we want to construct relatively sim-
pler networks from base network for different trade-offs in
accuracy and energy consumption. For these simpler (coarser)
networks, we want to reduce the energy consumption by
varying the values of the above-mentioned three key elements.
We fix the size of the filter to 3x3 across all the layers for all
the base networks. Therefore, our design of coarser networks is
guided by reducing the number of convolution layers, number
of filters per layer, and input image dimension. Figure 5
shows the distribution of energy consumption (normalized
with respect to the total energy consumed by the base network)
across different convolution layers of the base network A.
Therefore, by progressively combining different number of
convolution layers, we can generate different coarser networks
of progressively increasing energy consumption.
Energy analysis of fully connected layers. Fully connected
or dense layers consume the most energy after convolution
layers. Dense layer is part of the classifier block of our base
DNNs. The classifier block generally has two or more dense
layers. Out of them, the first dense layer is usually the largest
because it is obtained by flattening the features generated by
the immediate convolution layer (just one Max Pooling layer)
and is proportional to square of the image width. Hence, the
8first FC layer consumes significantly more energy than the
rest.
C. Designing C2F Networks
Our goal is to construct networks of varying complexity that
show different trade-offs in accuracy and energy to be part of
C2F Net.
Convolution layer. From the above discussion, we can con-
struct networks that consume different amounts of energy by
combining different number of convolution layers (acts as
a feature transformer block for each level i) followed by a
classifier for that level. For example, we construct a C2F Net
for base network A with three levels as following. Level 1
(coarsest network) consists of two convolution layers as the
feature block followed by a classifier block. Level 2 consists
of four convolution layers (two extra convolution layers in
addition to those from level 1). Level 3 corresponds to the
full base network (finest network). Therefore, with increasing
levels, we have progressively more convolution layers resulting
in better accuracy at the expense of energy.
Fully connected layer. While designing C2F networks, we
add classifiers at different depths of convolution layer for each
level. At small depth, the image width is large (due to fewer
max-pooling layers) for convolution. Hence, large number of
features are fed to the classifier block. This increases the
energy consumption of fully connected layers in the classifier
blocks for coarser levels. Figure 6 shows the energy consump-
tions across the different levels of C2F Net corresponding to
base network A as described above without an extra max-
pooling layer.
We observe that the energy consumed by FC layer of level 1
and level 2 is significantly larger than the energy consumed by
the FC layer of Finest Layer (level 3), which is not desirable.
Therefore, to match the classifier block energy across different
levels, we add an extra max-pooling layer for each of the
classifier block for coarser networks (level 1 and level 2) such
that the FC input dimension and the corresponding energy is
similar across all the levels. Figure6 shows that the energy
consumption with the extra max-pooling layer is comparable
across all levels.
In summary, a practitioner can employ the above design
principles to design coarse-to-fine networks that provide dif-
ferent trade-offs between accuracy and energy consumption.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup and
then discuss results along different dimensions of optimized
C2F Nets.
A. Experimental Setup
Hardware Setup. We employ the hardware platform de-
scribed in Section 5 to perform inference using different
networks to measure the accuracy and energy consumption
of inference process.
Image classification task and Training data. We consider
a image classification task with 10 different classes. We
employ the CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and MNIST [35] [36] image
dataset with a 4:1:1 split for training (40000), validation
(10000), and testing (10000) to train and test our C2F Nets
approach. The input image dimension is 32x32x3 for the
CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets while it is 32x32x1 for the
MNIST data set. The number of classes to be predicted is
10 for CIFAR10 and MNIST while it is 100 for CIFAR100.
We employed the CIFAR10 dataset to train our adaptive C2F
nets A and B; MNIST dataset for C2F net C; and CIFAR100
dataset for C2F net D
Energy and accuracy trade-off objective O. Recall
that the training of C2F Nets is based on the objec-
tive O(NN ,H, λ)= E(x,y∗)∼D λ· ERROR(NN , H) + (1-
λ)·ENERGY(NN , H) where H is the hardware platform and
NN is the C2F Net. Since accuracy and error are complemen-
tary, we have presented all our results in terms of accuracy and
energy for the ease of exposition. Accuracy is measured as the
fraction of input images whose labels are predicted correctly.
Energy consumption of C2F Nets is measured in terms of
normalized energy delay product (EDP). EDP =
∑
P ∆t · T,
where ∆t is the time interval at which we record the power P
and T is the total execution time. As power is measured at a
regular interval we simply calculate EDP as EDP = Pavg · T 2
. This value is normalized with EDP of the base network. We
vary the value of λ from 0 to 1 to get C2F Nets optimized for
different trade-offs between accuracy and energy.
(a) C2F Net A/Net C
(b) C2F Net B (c) C2F Net D
Fig. 7: C2F Nets definition in terms of the notation in figure 2.
C2F Networks. We employ four C2F networks in our
experimental evaluation. Figure 7 shows the high-level archi-
tecture of C2F Net A and C with three levels and C2F Net
B and D with four levels using the notations introduced in
Figure 7. With Net A and Net B we demonstrate the effect
of different architectures on the same CIFAR10 dataset. With
Net C and Net D we analyze the impact on the performance
for a simpler and complex dataset like MNIST and CIFAR100
respectively.
Confidence threshold types. We experimented with all
three types of confidence computation including Max prob-
ability, Margin, and Entropy. We observed that performance
is almost same for all the three types. Therefore, we present
all our results using Max probability as the confidence type.
Offline training of C2F Nets. Recall that we need to find
the parameters α, β, and γ for the specified trade-off objective
using training and validation set of classification examples.
For obtaining the parameters α and β, we employ the back-
propagation training algorithm using RMS prop optimizer with
learning rate of 0.0001 and a decay set to 1e−6. We employ
a batch size of 128 and run training for 200 epochs with
sufficient data augmentation including horizontal flips, width
and height shifts. For obtaining the confidence thresholds,
9we employ the Bayesian Optimization (BO) approach with
Gaussian kernel and UCB rule as the acquisition function.
We use five evaluations of the objective O randomly for
initialization. We run BO until convergence or a maximum
of 100 iterations. We train C2F Nets for different values of λ
to get different trade-offs between energy and accuracy.
B. Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the results of our optimized C2F
Nets and compare them along different dimensions.
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Fig. 8: Accuracy and EDP when all predictions are made using an
independently trained network at a particular level.
Accuracy and energy of networks at different levels.
We train and test the networks at different levels that are part
of C2F Net. Specifically, we make all the predictions using
a single network for each level of C2F Net. This experiment
will characterize the accuracy and energy trade-off achieved by
different networks (coarsest to finest) that are part of C2F Net.
Figure 8 shows the accuracy and energy metrics for networks
at different levels for all the C2F Nets A, B, C and D. C2F
Net A: From level 3 to level 2, we can see that accuracy drops
by 5% and EDP reduces by 50%. Similarly, from level 2 to
level 1, accuracy drops by 15% and EDP reduces by 30% w.r.t
level 3. C2F Net B: We achieve an accuracy of 92% when
we train and test the base network architecture B (i.e., level 3
network) on CIFAR10 data. We see a 7% drop in accuracy and
85% gain in EDP when we move from level 3 to level 2. C2F
Net C and D: We see the trend to be similar to Net A and
B respectively. However, we observe higher accuracies with
Net C because MNIST data set is simple and obtain lower
accuracies in NET D because CIFAR100 data set is relatively
complex.
In summary, we see a significant gain in energy with
relatively small loss in accuracy when we move from finest to
coarsest network in C2F Nets. This corroborates our hypothe-
sis that we can save significant amount of energy if we are able
to select coarser networks for large fraction of easy images and
complex networks for hard images that are relatively small.
Optimized C2F Net for accuracy of different networks.
We saw that fixed networks take significantly more energy for
small improvement in accuracy. On the other hand, optimized
C2F Nets can potentially reduce the energy consumption to
achieve the same amount of accuracy by performing input-
specific adaptive inference. To test the effectiveness of adaptive
C2F Nets, we trained C2F nets with different λ (trade-
off) values to find the configurations that achieve the same
accuracies as networks at different levels (Figure 9).
C2F Net A: Adaptive C2F Net improves the EDP by 26%
and 20% to achieve the same accuracies when compared to the
base networks at level 2 (89.8% accuracy) and level 1 (85%
accuracy).
C2F Net B: We see significantly more improvement in
energy gains when compared to C2F Net A. For example,
EDP improves by 60% to achieve 92% accuracy of level 3
(most complex network) and improves by 26% for achieving
85% accuracy of level 2 network.
C2F Net C and D: Similar to the results for Net A and
Net B, we observe that EDP improves by 46% and 51%
respectively with respect to the base network.
In summary, our approach using adaptive C2F Nets can
significantly reduce the energy consumption with negligible
loss in accuracy when compared to base networks of different
complexity that are part of C2F Net. Additionally, the energy
gains increase significantly for complicated base networks
(e.g. Net B and D).
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Fig. 9: Energy consumption of adaptive C2F Nets optimized to
achieve the accuracy of networks at different levels. Energy values
are normalized w.r.t the most complex network.
Prediction time of adaptive C2F Net vs. finest network.
We compare the average execution time to make predictions
using adaptive C2F Nets and the finest (most complex) net-
work, where C2F Nets are optimized to achieve the same accu-
racy as the finest network. Figure 11 shows these results. For
network A, the average prediction time of base network and
adaptive C2F net are ∼0.27 secs and ∼0.20 secs respectively,
i.e., 26% reduction in prediction time. Similarly, for network
B, the prediction time reduces from ∼0.82 secs to ∼0.40
secs leading to 52% reduction. In summary, our adaptive
C2F networks perform better in terms of prediction time to
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achieve the same accuracy as the base network. Additionally,
the improvement is much more for complex networks similar
to energy gain results.
Fine-grained analysis of adaptive C2F Nets. We demon-
strated that adaptive C2F nets can improve both energy and
prediction time when compared to the finest network through
the above presented results. We perform fine-grained analysis
to understand how adaptive C2F nets achieve these gains. We
present this analysis for C2F Net A noting that analysis for
other C2F nets show similar trends.
C2F Net A was optimized for achieving the same accuracy
(89.8%) as the finest network. The energy gains can be
explained by understanding how many images out of the 10000
image testing set are classified at different levels. At level 1,
263 images are classified with 100% accuracy. At level 2,
4911 images are classified with with 98.7% accuracy. At level
3, 4826 images are classified with 80.2% accuracy. Therefore,
2%, 48%, and 49% of the total testing images are classified
at levels 1, 2, and 3 respectively. From previous results, we
see that the accuracy of 89.8% is obtained using 76% of the
energy consumed by the finest network. Levels 1, 2, and 3
contribute 0.46%, 24.5% and 48.26% to this 76% respectively.
Similarly, for C2F Net B with four levels, we see 0, 1339,
5517, and 3144 images classified with accuracies of 0, 99.7%,
97.17% and 79.73% and energy consumption of 0.0, 0.49%,
7.7% and 31.4% respectively. In both cases, more than 50%
of the images were predicted by a level other than the last
level. Additionally, accuracy of the lower levels is closer to
100%. Therefore, we see huge improvements in energy and
prediction time for adaptive C2F Nets.
Qualitative results. Figure 10 shows some sample images
that are predicted at level 1 (coarsest) and level 3 (finest)
using adaptive C2F Net A. We make following observations: 1)
Images classified using level 1 are simpler with a single object
and clear background; 2) Images classified using level 2 have
overlapping or hidden objects with confusing backgrounds.
These results demonstrate how adaptive C2F nets use simpler
classifiers for easy images and complex classifiers for hard
images.
(a) Images predicted at level 1
(coarsest network)
(b) Images predicted at Level 3
(finest network)
Fig. 10: Predicted images at different levels for C2F Net A
Single threshold vs. Multiple threshold. To measure the
quantitative difference between using single threshold for all
levels of C2F net (as in CDL [5]) and different thresholds for
all levels, we compare their pareto-optimal curves. Figure 13
shows the comparative results for adaptive C2F networks B
and D. We make the following observations. When the number
of levels are more, different thresholds for different levels
achieve better pareto-optimal solutions when compared to the
setting with single threshold for all levels. Our experimental
results on CIFAR10 (Net B) and CIFAR100 (Net D) clearly
show this difference. We also present the pareto-optimal
solutions we obtained for all adaptive C2F Nets A, B, C and
D in Figure 12 for completeness.
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Fig. 11: Average prediction time
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racy as the finest network.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of pareto-optimal curves: single threshold for
all levels vs. different thresholds for different levels.
Behavior of optimized C2F Nets with different λ. We
can vary the trade-off parameter to obtain optimized C2F nets
for different accuracy and energy trade-offs. When λ is close
to zero, there is more emphasis on saving energy without
paying attention to accuracy. Similarly, when λ is close to
one, adaptive C2F nets try to achieve best possible accuracy
by minimizing the overall energy consumption.
We study the behavior of optimized C2F nets with different
values of λ in terms of the number of images predicted at
different levels, the prediction accuracy at different levels, and
the average prediction time. Figure 14 shows these results for
C2F Net A noting that results are similar for other C2F nets.
We make following observations from Figure 14(a). When
λ=0, all the images are predicted at level 1 as coarsest network
consumes the least energy. As the λ value increases, the
number of images predicted by level 2 and level 3 slowly
increases to achieve higher accuracy. Note that, even with the
highest λ value, not all images are predicted by level 2 (finest
network) to optimize the energy consumption to achieve high
accuracy.
From Figure 14(b), we can see that as λ increases, the pre-
diction accuracy of level 1 and level 2 increases proportionally
and reach almost 100% accuracy. The overall accuracy of C2F
net is primarily determined by the accuracy of level 2 classifier.
From Figure 14(c), we observe that the average prediction
time gradually increases with λ, which is explained by more
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Fig. 14: Results for optimized C2F Net A by varying λ values.
and more images getting predicted at higher levels. When
compared to the base (finest) network, the prediction time
at λ=0 is 63% lesser and at highest λ value, we get around
26% gain. Therefore, in scenarios where we require real-time
predictions, we can optimize the accuracy of C2F nets for the
target time constraints.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Motivated by the challenges associated with performing
inference using deep neural networks on resource-constrained
embedded systems, we studied a co-design approach based on
the formalism of coarse-to-fine network (C2F Net) that allows
us to employ classifiers of varying complexity depending on
the hardness of input examples. Our proposed optimization
algorithm to automatically configure a C2F Net for a specified
trade-off between accuracy and energy consumption on a target
hardware platform is very effective. Results on four different
C2F Nets for image classification show that using optimized
C2F Net we can significantly reduce the overall energy with
no loss in accuracy when compared to a baseline solution,
where predictions for all input examples are made using
the most complex network. Though we have demonstrated
the method for four nets this idea could be extended to
other architectures like MobileNets [18]. Future directions
include evaluation of our framework on deep networks such as
MobileNets [18], studying automated approaches for C2F nets
design, heterogeneous architectures for embedded systems in
the context of inference using deep networks, machine learning
based approaches for software and hardware co-design using
C2F Nets, and dynamic power management to further improve
the overall energy-efficiency.
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